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Presence, Auditions & Monologues - Ken Rea (Guildhall School)
JUNE 17th to 20th, 2017 IN BERLIN
Ken Rea, senior acting tutor at London’s renowned Guildhall School of Music & Drama,
and author of „The Outstanding Actor“ has trained some of Britain’s leading stars of
stage and screen. They include, Ewan McGregor, Damian Lewis, Michelle Dockery, Dominic
West and Daniel Craig. In this workshop, he reveals what those actors were doing that
made them stand out from the rest. Ken will take you through his unique, proven
approach, showing how you can apply these values to strengthen your technique and
imagination, and step up to the next level of success. click here!
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Character Analysis & Movement Psychology - James Kemp (LAMDA)
JULY 27th to 30th, 2017 - IN NEW YORK
Yat Malmgren´s famous Movement Psychology work. At the heart of the work is the
concept that we think with our bodies. That our bodies are revelatory of our inner
workings, our psyche, of our bodies and feelings. Therefore if we could learn to harness
and manifest our sensations and in a precise way control and express them through our
bodies we would be able to share every inner desire, want, thought or emotion with a
watching audience. James Kemp students have included Michael Fassbender, Tom Hardy,
Emilia Clarke, Gwendoline Christie. click here!
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Camera Acting Intensive - Seamus McNally (NYC)
AUGUST 21th to 25th, 2017 - IN BERLIN
As an award-winning director, and leading coach for film and television in New York City,
Seamus McNally serves actors at the top of their field in delivering some of their most
convincing, nuanced work, often with very little time to prepare (Orange is the New Black,
Vinyl, Roots, The Night of, Black Mirror and many more). This refreshingly practical oncamera scene study course provides an eﬀective foundation, grounding the actor in a
unique, detailed prep, liberating them to simply be present and respond in the moment.
Plus OPTION 4th DAY SHOOTING REEL CLIP. click here!
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Film/Tv Scene Study - Dee Cannon (L.A./London)
OKTOBER 16th to 20th, 2017 - IN BERLIN
Dee Cannon’s teaching approach is pure Stanislavski based. She works from a place of
absolute truth and specifics. She specialize’s in guiding actors to connect to text and
character. The workshop will help actors draw from their own lives and imaginations and
teach them to make informed choices on the chosen material as well as finding
Objectives and dealing with any challenges that the material might bring up. We will
focus on how to break down the text into psychological intentions/beats and will spend
time rehearsing. Dee Cannon is one of the most sought-after acting / dialogue coaches in
the world. In 1993 Dee was invited to teach and direct at RADA where she has been the main
senior acting teacher for seventeen years and has directed over 30 plays. click here!
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Scene Study (Theater) - Paul Miller (Drama Centre London)
OKTOBER 23th to 29th, 2017 IN HAMBURG
Paul takes participants through a process he has developed whilst teaching at the Drama
Centre London and working as an actor. Based on the work of Uta Hagen he gently
allows actors to find themselves within a character using their intelligence, imagination
and skills in transformation. Scene Study: In depth analysis and practical tools that help to
organize the actor and enable him to become imaginative, uncluttered and courageous.
Animal Work: Animals are an actors friend. We can learn a lot from them. Animal work is
a wonderful tool for creating a physical life diﬀerent from our own and essential work in
our quest to create a character. click here!
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Camera Acting Intensive - Ron Burrus (L.A./NYC)
JANUARY 8th to 12th, 2017 - IN BERLIN
Working with film scripts, the actor will first audition for the role and then prepare a
scene with a partner from the material provided. All work by the actor is filmed and from
the viewing of the tape, adjustments are made either to be brought back or done on the
spot. Advanced actors who have their own way of preparing material are best suited for
this workshop. Mr. Burrus apprenticed under Stella Adler for the teaching of technique and then
taught alongside her for 10 years. He is known to be the greatest exponent of Stella Adlers work.
click here!

